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Introduction 
This short memo is triggered by the demo done by Matteo Di Carlo on a solution based on 
Tango devices, Prometheus, Grafana. I see that as a potential alternative to Webjive. 
 

Outline of the architecture 
As far as I can tell the architecture involving Grafana comprises: 

● a Tango server 
● Prometheus, a tool that collects timed data points from “exporters” and stores them 

into an efficient time series database. Each metric in the database is basically a 
timestamped tuple with whatever attribute we want, a float value and a millisecond 
timestamp. For example a metric can be made of a collection of <timestamp, name of 
device, name of attribute, value>. There can be more than one metric in the 
database. 

● an exporter, written in python or c++ that uses Tango deviceproxy. The exporter is an 
ad-hoc http server that Prometheus reads; it can do polling on selected 
devices/attributes/states. 

● Grafana, the editor and runner of visual dashboards. 
● Some existing and some yet-to-be-developed plugins in React for Grafana. 
● TangoGQL (or TangoREST) to let dashboards send commands to devices. 

 
Extension points include: 

● Grafana plugins (in React) 
● Prometheus exporters (Python, c++, …) 

  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1H1fd5Arkl7b93nbgebzqxcNy0WyRDMTMcO-7Vy3ET6A/edit#slide=id.p1
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1H1fd5Arkl7b93nbgebzqxcNy0WyRDMTMcO-7Vy3ET6A/edit#slide=id.p1
https://grafana.com/grafana/plugins?type=panel&orderBy=weight&direction=asc


Pro’s and con’s wrt WebJive 
 

 WebJive Grafana, Prometheus + 
REST 

web-based 
  

user management minimal 
 

dashboard management: access privileges, 
show/hide, folders 

minimal 
 

dashboard navigation todo 
 

performance assessment partially 
done (js 
dispatcher 
to 
reassess) 

to do 

plugins (in React) none 
 

plugin repository none 
 

attractive look & feel of running dashboards none 
 

flexible grid layout none 
 

rich set of widgets/charts not there 
yet  

usability of dashboard editor poor 
 

conditional styles and expressions very limited 
 

open source 
  

Apache, MIT 

introspection on Tango devices/server 
 limited to what can 

be expressed as 



Prometheus metrics 

Extendability of data that can be displayed  
by writing new 

Prometheus exporters 

ability to send commands 
 needs the Ajax 

plugin and an http server 

interactive synoptic viewer  none 
seems to be provided 

by existing plugin 

import/export of dashboards todo 
 

dropdown menu todo 
available in grafana/ui 

(beta) 

visual grouping of widgets todo 
available in grafana/ui 

(beta) 
 

structural grouping of widgets todo 
available in grafana/ui 

(beta) 
 

table todo 
available in grafana/ui 

(beta) 
 

alerts/alarms todo 
grafana has tools, via 

http, slack, ... 
prometheus has 
push-mode components 

log viewer todo 
with existing plugin 

digital assets (logo, color theme, L&F) todo 
probably by 

developing a “Grafana 
app” 

 
 
  



Where we want to go 
Examples:  

 



 

What seems to be possible now 

 



 

 



 





 





 



 
 
 
 

 



“Navigating” through Tango devices: 
uses a simple combo box: 
 

 

The question is “pivot or persevere”. 
 
Shall we continue working on Webjive as planned? or shall we explore the potential of this 
“new” solution? If so, shall we do it in PI7? 
 
Giorgio thinks that: 

1) The solution based on Grafana is more mature and tested than Webjive. 
2) It yields GUIs that are visually more attractive, with a richer set of widgets from which 

to choose. 
3) The dashboard editor provides many of the features that are missing and planned for 

Webjive. 
4) It needs more development in the area related to controlling devices and in the area 

of associating Tango devices/attributes/states to widgets. 
5) We will have more difficulties in changing the internals (of Grafana, Prometheus) in 

case something will appear not to be working (for example in terms of performance 
bottlenecks). 



6) We will need to redo the performance assessment. 
7) We will need to carefully assess the reliability of exporters. 
8) The Tango community will have a web-based GUI toolkit in any case. 

 
All things considered, Giorgio thinks that the current goal in PI7 (building attractive, 
connected and complex dashboards) could be achieved also with this new solution, instead 
of using Webjive. If we can achieve that, then this fact could be the demonstration that such 
a solution works. 
After all we already have the basic building blocks (Grafana, Prometheus, TangoGQL, an 
exporter, an example of a button widget).  
We need to focus on building the needed dashboards and 1-2 new plugins for Grafana for 
entering commands. 
In doing this work we can assess the possible difficulties due to the poor Tango introspection 
capabilities, but for the moment live with what is now possible with Prometheus and Grafana. 
 

Decision 
After a discussion between Giorgio and Nick:  

1. PERSEVERE with webjive. 
2. Explore potential strong negative risk with Grafana + Prometheus that has to do with 

inability to sustain a high data rate for monitoring (the 1000 updates in less than a 
second) and a small latency when issuing commands. See feature 
https://jira.skatelescope.org/browse/SP-1089. 

https://jira.skatelescope.org/browse/SP-975
https://jira.skatelescope.org/browse/SP-975
https://jira.skatelescope.org/browse/SP-1089

